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ABSTRACT 
The Response of Membrane Potental to Low Temperature 
in a Chilling-sensitive and a Chilling-resistant 
Plant Species 
(September, *982) 
Kathleen Montaigne, E.S., Southern Connecticut State College 
M. S., Syracuse University, Ph.D., University of Massachusetts 
Directed by: Professor Paul H. Jennings 
Ihe effects of low temperature on the transmembrane potential of 
maize and oat leaf cells were observed in order to determine whether 
these effects are related to the degree of chilling sensitivity of the 
two species, and to gain additional information about the regulation of 
the membrane potential in higher plants. 
At a lew light intensity the membranes of both species become less 
polarized as the temperature is lowered. Although at most temperatures 
studied the membrane potential of oats was more negative than that of 
maize, the depolarizing effect of low temperatures was nearly the same 
in both species. 
The transient changes of the membrane potential induced by sudden 
increased illumination were also studied, and two major differences were 
found between the two species in the effects of low temperatures on 
these transients. First, the maximum hyperpolarization of the membrane 
potential at the higher light intensity was not affected by temperatures 
above 5 C in maize, while in oats there was a strong decrease in the 
vi 
maximum hyperpolarized membrane potential value between 9 C and 13 C. 
Second, the time span over which the transient changes take place was 
greatly increased in maize at temperatures below ill C, while in oats 
there was very little effect of low temperatures on this parameter. 
It is suggested that these results can be used as evidence of a 
voltage-regulated electrogenic pump in higher plants. If this is true, 
the differences in the chilling sensitivity of the species may be 
related to a change in the voltage-regulation of the pump in oats at low 
temperatures which would serve as an energy-conserving mechanism, and to 
the absence of such a change in maize. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The cultivation of plants has made possible the selective production 
of crops, often ones which are not native to the areas in which they are 
now cultivated. Still, there exist many evolutionary constraints on 
plant growth, and cultivation practices can not always overcome 
environmental factors fully enough to grow a plant in an area other than 
the one for which it is adapted. Because it is necessary for an 
expanding human population to optimize its usage of agriculturally 
available land, and because of the economic advantages of certain select 
crops, there has been a continuous effort on the part of 
agriculturalists to overcome these innate environmental constrainsts 
either through control of the environment or through genetic alterations 
of the plants. 
Temperature is one of the crucial environmental controls of plant 
growth. Only highly adapted plant species can grow in regions of 
extreme high or low temperatures. Even in between the extremes there is 
a wide temperature range, and each plant type tends to have a fairly 
narrow temperature optimum for growth. In temperate zones, the cold 
temperatures during part of the year prevent the growth of some tropical 
species entirely, and shorten the growing season of many others. 
Although freezing temperatures are a major problem in these areas, low 
but above freezing temperatures also damage a large number of plant 
species. Such damage is termed "chilling injury" and is mainly of 
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concern in the spring, at the beginning of the growing season. Low 
night temperatures at this time of year can have severe effects on the 
growth of some plants and cause visible damage to leaves and fruit which 
lowers their economic value. The degree to which a particular species 
is affected by chilling temperatures varies widely. Plants which are 
severely damaged by chilling temperatures are deemed "chilling 
sensitive"; those which are more tolerant of low temperatures, and which 
may exhibit no marked low-temperature response above freezing 
temperatures, are deemed "chilling resistant", or "chilling tolerant". 
Determination of the primary mechanism(s) of chilling injury, and 
particularly of the basis of the differences in temperature response 
between sensitive and resistant species, would greatly facilitate the 
efforts of agriculturalists in their attempts to overcome the problem of 
chill-sensitivity. Therefore, a number of hypotheses have been 
formulated and tested with varying degrees of success. Although in many 
cases considerable evidence has been collected in favor of a particular 
hypothesis, the issue has yet to be clearly resolved. 
It has been suggested that membranes play an important role in 
chilling injury. Since membrane potential is a function of plasma 
membrane properties, and is involved in the regulation of many 
physiological processes, it is a logical candidate for the site of a 
primary low temperature effect which could produce a variety of 
symptoms. The purpose of the work presented here is to look at the 
difference between maize (a chilling sensitive species) and oats (a 
chilling resistant species) in the response of membrane potential to low 
3 
temperatures, both to determine if this response is related to 
temperature sensitivity and to gain additional information about the 




Plants are susceptible to damage from low temperatures at various 
stages of their development, including seed imbibition and germination, 
early seedling growth, flowering, and fruiting. Both the fruit and the 
vegetative organs may be affected, and the injury may show up in 
different forms. 
In fruit, the common visible symptoms are surface pitting, 
development of necrotic areas, external discoloration, or a failure to 
ripen. In seedlings, injury is likely to be expressed as a 
susceptibility to decay, appearance of chlorotic and/or necrotic 
lesions, or a reduction or cessation of growth (77). The subsequent 
discussion of chilling injury will focus primarily on effects on young 
seedlings. 
Although visible symptoms are an important factor in determining the 
economic significance of chilling injury, work aimed at improving the 
resistance of plants to low temperatures will depend on knowledge of the 
physiological bases of these symptoms. In order for observations of the 
physiological effects of low temperatures to be useful in determining 
the primary mechanisms of chilling injury it is necessary either that 
the effects be correlated to the known temperature of chilling injury in 
a particular species, or that differences in the temperature response 
4 
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between species be related to differences in their chilling sensitivity. 
Determining the primary response(s) to low temperature which can be 
demonstrated to be the basis of the wide range of observable effects is 
even more important than studying the effects of low temperature on 
individual physiological processes. Therefore, although many 
physiological and metabolic processes have been observed to be affected 
by low temperature, including protoplasmic streaming (66,97), solute 
leakage (19,96,100,144), respiration (24,75,141), photosynthesis 
(25,26,95,110), and the activity of a variety of enzymes (77); not all 
of this information has contributed to a clear-cut theory of chilling 
injury. 
Cne group of workers has proposed that the primary effect of low 
temperatures is the creation of a water stress, which in turn is 
responsible for the many symptoms of chilling injury (43,143). 
According to this theory, low temperatures cause either increased water 
loss from leaf cells (44,144) or increased root water resistance 
(26,56). Support for the hypothesis grew from the observations that 
chilling resistance can be at least partially induced in some sensitive 
species by a prior drought treatment, and that elimination of water 
effects via maintenance of an atmosphere of high relative humidity cDn 
often reduce the symptoms of chilling (44,141,143,144). However, 
elimination of water stress during chilling treatments does not 
eliminate all of the chilling symptoms (30,144) and in some species 
water stress does not seem to be involved (141). Also, the involvement 
of water stress interactions still requires a search for a primary 
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mechanism by which low temperatures lead to development of the water 
stress. 
A second suggestion has been that chilling injury is directly 
related to changes in cell membrane permeability. This can be related 
to the induction of a water stress, since changes in membrane 
permeability could decrease the uptake of water by roots, and water flow 
through the whole plant (56). Aside from dehydration effects, changer, 
in membrane permeability could result in increased solute leakage from 
cells which would cause metabolic changes. 
Evidence for low temperature changes of membrane permeability in 
primarily derived from studies of solute leakage from chilled tissues. 
Although increased leakage has often been observed in chilled tissues, 
many of these studies measured leakage only after the chilling trestmrnt 
was completed, and the chilling was often at very low temperatures and 
of long duration (24, 44 , 69, 143, I1*1*). This type of study provides little 
evidence of a direct primary effect of low temperature on membrane 
function, although it can often be used to assay the extent of injury in 
a chilled plant. When leakage was studied as an after effect of 
chilling in leaves of cucumber (89,144), ootton (44), corn (.’4), or 
beans (143)* or roots of ootton (19)* loss of electrolytes 
(24,44,89,143,144), carbohydrates (19,44), and amino acids (19,44) was 
seen to increase with decreasing temperature and Increasing duration of 
treatment. The effect was reversible for mild treatments, but recovery 
was prevented if the temperature was very low or the exposure was 
prolonged (24,143,144). Membrane permeability was followed from the 
7 
onset s: chilling ir. algae (5*0, ans ir. different altitudinal species of 
Passiflora ' P5) ans Lycoper siccr. (ICO/ Ir. the alga Chara ccralllr.a Hope 
- Asshberger '5 -) showed, using calculations cases or. measurements of 
membrane potential ar.s resistance, that the permeability of the plasma 
merbrane to both Ka* ans K decreases constantly a ns equally for both 
icr.s with decreasing temperature dcwr. to 7 C. Below 7 C, the 
permeability to ?T seer eases more rapidly than the permeability to . 
Ir. the alga 1-riff ithsia pulvir.ata the permeability to /T was seer eases 
more rapidly than the permeability to Ka+ over the entire temperature 
range studies. Using Passiflora species, Patterson et el. 'Pb > 
observed a slow rate of sol use leakage, primarily within the first 
few says of chilling at 1 1, foHowes by a faster leakage rate which 
occurred at ansui the same time as visisle lesions on leaves became 
apparent. The number of says at 1 T sefo'e the second lea/age stage «as 
reached was greater in species /now" ho se tolerant of csol temperatures 
than In the mo^e sensitive species. Pa.11 "TO) found changes in rates 
of lea /age of leucine ans rubidium with c hang log te*perature within one 
'/// from the onset of temperature treatment, .sing chilling-sensitive 
species, lea/age of ootr. substances was shown to decrease with 
decreasing temperature sown to o - '1 I* <=ns then to increase with 
f urther temperature drops. The extent of lea/age at the lowest 
temperat.'es was " sughly correlates to the shilling sensitivity of the 
tlss.e. From all of the above evidence it is clear that so^.te leakage 
ans changes in memorane permeability ere indicators of chilling injury; 
however it is not oi.ea' whether these changes are in fact the basic 
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cause of the damage. 
Another suggestion has been that chilling injury is caused by 
decreased energy availability in the affected tissues. This suggestion 
was originally based on observation of low temperature effects on 
respiration (24,75,141), and photosynthesis (26,30,55,110), and 
corroborated by direct measurements of tissue ATP levels (120). Since 
one of the major symptoms of low temperature stress is a reduction or 
cessation of seedling growth, it seems likely that photosynthesis is one 
of the physiological processes that is strongly influenced by chilling. 
Still, the effect on photosynthesis can be either a direct one, on 
photosynthetic enzymes or light reaction processes, or an indirect one, 
via an effect on stomatal conductance or source-sink relationships. 
Starch accumulations are seen in the chlorcplasts of chilled plants at 
the end of the dark period, when in non-chilled plants such 
accumulations have been mobilized. This observation led to suggestions 
that the primary effect of low temperature is on the systems normally 
operating to break down starch and transport it's products from the 
leaves to sites of carbohydrate use. According to this theory, measured 
reductions in photo synthetic activity are due to the feedback inhibition 
of C02 fixation by the presence of the starch, and are therefore 
secondary in nature (36,51,126). As evidence against the teeubeck 
inhibition theory, accumulation of starch was shown to be ineffective in 
reducing the photosynthetic rate unless accompanied by cool root 
temperatures (26). 
The response of stoma to low temperatures, and the possibility that 
9 
increased stcnatai resistance at lew temperatures limits the supply of 
CC2 available for photosynthesis have also been investigated. Several 
workers have observed reductions in net photosynthesis which correlated 
with increases in stcmatal resistance during and after a period of 
chilling, and have assumed that stcmatal closure was the cause of 
reduced photosynthesis (26,^3,95,126). Eut Drake and Raschke (30) 
shewed that the concentration of CC2 within the stomata was high, which 
would suggest that availability of CC2 was not the limiting factor. 
Also, Martin + Boyer (£2) were unable to eliminate the low temperature 
effect on photosynthesis by maintaining a saturating intercellular CG2 
concentration. 
Definite effects of lew temperature on light reaction processes 
(25,35,62,63,91,52,113,11*0, and on enzymes of the dark reactions 
(26,-1,65,127,*3-) have been seen, although the relationship of these 
effects to chilling sensitivity are unclear. Garber (35) described 
irreversible lew temperature inactivation of thylakoids, as determined 
by measurements of preton uptake, csmctic response, and phosphorylation, 
which occurred only when high intensity light exposure accompanied the 
chilling treatment. Loss of electron transport ability has also been 
seen as an after effect of low temperature treatment (83, 11*0, and 
correlated to chilling sensitivity (113). In studies performed during 
the chilling treatment, electron transport and pfcotoreduction were again 
affected. In some cases the response was the same in sensitive and 
resistant species (25,92), while in others the degree of response could 
be correlated to chilling sensitivity (113). Similar contradictions 
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were found when the activities of PEP carboxylase (41,85,134), RuEP 
carboxylase (26,134), and other photosynthetic enzymes (26,127) were 
studied as a function of temperature. Again, some workers were able to 
correlate temperature sensitivity to the extent of the temperature 
effect on these enzymes, while others saw the same response in both 
sensitive and resistant species. 
Respiratory changes were among the first physiological responses to 
chilling which were studied. Most of the early observations, however, 
were made on fruits after long periods of post-harvest storage (77), and 
will not be discussed here. In work with seedlings, it was shown that 
in most species respiration decreases with temperature 
(1,10,11,12,89,141), and that the effect is reversible after chilling 
episodes of short duration (144). Creencia + Bramlage (24) reported 
increased C2 consumption using chilled (0.3 C) maize seedlings, as well 
as a decreased sensitivity to DNP which suggested an uncoupling of 
oxidative phosphorylation; this effect was also reversible upon return 
to room temperatures. In the extremely chill-sensitive plant, Episcia 
reptans , respiration increases drastically during the first 80 min. of 
exposure followed by a gradual decrease thereafter, suggesting the 
possibility of a separate mechanism of injury in plants with such high 
sensitivity (141). Although decreases in respiratory activity were 
observed in both sensitive and resistant species, differences in the 
degree of the low temperature response have been found (15,75). 
A few attempts have been made to look directly at the energy levels 
maintained in chilled tissues, since one result of altered 
photosynthetic or respiratory rates would be changes in energy 
availability. Stewart + Guinn (120) observed decreases in ATP supply at 
5 C in both leaves and roots of cotton seedlings, although in roots the 
eventual decline was preceded by an initial increase. ATP levels 
increased during hardening of the seedlings, and continued to increase 
in the leaves of hardened plants which were subjected to 5 C, while 
decreasing in the roots of these plants. This gave strong support to 
the hypothesis that the symptoms of chilling injury are the result of 
metabolic disruption mediated by tissue energy supplies, but 
contradictory evidence has also been collected. In several species 
(58,126) it appears that the immediate effect of chilling temperatures 
is an increase in ATP, followed by a decrease (126) which shows up at 
approximately the same time as visible lesions. Wilson (141) saw an 
immediate drop in ATP supply of Episcia at 5 C, but there was only a 25% 
loss within 5 hours at which time there was 100% leaf injury; using 
Phaseolus , he showed that falling ATP levels were correlated with a 
chill-induced water stress rather than with chilling temperatures alone. 
These results suggest that reductions in available ATP are an after 
effect of chilling injury, rather than the cause. However, 
interpretation of any of this evidence is complicated by the lack of 
information on individual pools of ATP. Changes in tissue ATP levels 
tell little about the amount of ATP actually available for fueling 
metabolism. 
With all the different physiological processes which can be seen to 
be adversely affected by low temperature, and with the differences in 
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the responses of plants having similar chilling sensitivities, it is 
difficult to imagine a single mechanism which can be identified as the 
cause of sensitivity. Nonetheless, a mechanism has been suggested which 
may be able to explain both the variety of observable symptoms and the 
differences between species. Lyons, e_t al. (73) considered the 
possibility that the mitochondrial membranes of chilling-sensitive plant 
species might be less flexible than those of chilling-resistant plants, 
in analogy to findings with animal cells (111). Although original 
results were inconclusive, some differences were seen in the fatty acid 
composition of mitochondrial membrane lipids of sensitive and resistant 
species. Later, Lyons and Raison (75) suggested that these differences 
in lipid composition might be responsible for different temperatures of 
phase transition of mitochondrial membranes from a liquid-crystalline to 
a solid state; a phenomenon shown (72,7*0 to be strongly responsive to 
small changes in fatty acid saturation. In this scheme, which has been 
greatly extended and modified since first being proposed, changes in 
phase of membrane lipids are suggested to cause changes in the 
functioning of membrane bound enzymes via conformational changes or 
altered interactions with nearby molecules. This may explain the 
observation (105) that the activation energies of several otherwise 
dissimilar mitochondrial enzymes are greatly increased below a single 
critical low temperature, in some chilling sensitive species. 
Since the activation energy of an enzyme or reaction can be 
determined from an Arrhenius plot of its rate, such plots have been used 
in studies of temperature sensitivity to identify reactions or processes 
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which exhibit changes in activation energy at critical chilling 
temperatures (76). Cther tools which have been used in testing the 
phase transition hypothesis include chemical probes which pick up 
changes in the molecular ordering of the lipids into which they are 
incorporated (94,98,104), and analyses of the fatty acid composition of 
membrane lipids which show differences in fatty acid composition of 
sensitive vs. resistant plants and unhardened vs. hardened plants 
(98, 104). 
Changes in the slope of Arrhenius plots, indicating changes in 
activation energy, have been found for respiration (10,11,15,75,89), 
photosynthetic light (92,113) and dark (41,85,127) reactions, 
chloroplast permeability (91), growth (108), non-mitochondrial ATPases 
(64,84), and ion uptake (15,99). In some of these cases, changes in 
activation energy at chilling temperatures were seen in 
chilling-sensitive plants, but were absent for chilling-resistant plants 
(41,75,91,99,113). However, in other studies chilling-resistant plants 
also exhibited breaks in Arrenhius plots of some characteristics 
(84,92). 
Strong support for the phase transition theory of chilling injury is 
provided by studies which have correlated the temperature ol changes in 
enzyme activity with the temperature at which changes in molecular 
ordering of membrane lipids occurs (98). Similarly, a high degree ol 
unsaturation of fatty acid components of membrane lipids, and therefore 
a lower temperature at which phase transition would be expected to 
occur, can be found in resistant or chill-hardened plants as compared to 
14 
unhardened sensitive species, in at least some cases (63,73,98,104). 
The fact that some resistant plants are similar to sensitive plants 
both in their fatty acid composition and in the response of some of 
their physiological processes to low temperature, suggests that 
resistance may be maintained either by the avoidance of the low 
temperature phase transition, or by increased tolerance to the effects 
of such transitions (88,140). 
The closer study of lipid transitions which has been made since the 
initial hypothesis was developed has shown that the concept of a single 
phase transition at a particular temperature is an oversimplification of 
the process. In a mixture of lipids, as found in most membrane systems, 
different lipids will change phase at different temperatures (69,145). 
The observable effects on enzymes are probably related to the phase 
transition of those lipids in their immediate vicinity, or to regions of 
instability which occur at the boundaries between lipids in a solid and 
a fluid state (104). Since it is also true that different membranes 
(mitochondrial, chloroplast, plasmalemma) have different lipid 
compositions, there are many possible sites of chilling sensitivity. 
This is useful in explaining the different responses to chilling in 
various species, including separate effects on respiration, 




Generation of the membrane potential. The existence of electrical 
gradients across membranes is a well-documented phenomemon and is 
commonly observed in plant cells (27,47,49). Although transmembrane 
potentials are known to form across the tonoplast, mitochondrial 
membranes, and chloroplast membranes, this discussion will focus 
primarily on the membrane potential (Em) across the plasmalemma of plant 
cells. In higher plants, plasmalemma potentials of - 100 mv to - 200 
mv, interior negative, have been reported. 
The occurrence of membrane potentials depends in part upon the 
permeability characteristics of membranes. Since biological membranes 
are differentially permeable, various ions are transported across 
membranes at different rates. Depending on the charge of the ions 
involved, this can lead to a separation of charge across the membrane. 
A membrane potential generated in this way is known as a diffusion 
potential, since diffusion is the driving force behind it’s development 
and metabolic energy is involved only indirectly, in the maintenance of 
membrane integrity. 
In some cases, a pool of non-diffusible charged molecules creates a 
special type of diffusion potential known as a Donnan potential (46). 
For instance, the cytoplasmic proteins of most cells are strongly 
negatively charged and are much too large to diffuse freely across the 
plasmalemma. Small, positively-charged ions diffuse into the cells 
along the electrical gradient created by the negatively-charged 
16 
proteins; but eventually the force of the concentration gradient pulling 
these ions out of the cell equals the force of the electrical gradient 
pulling them in. At this point a thermodynamically stable 
electrochemical equilibrium is established, although there is still an 
electrical gradient across the membrane. Again, a Donnan potential is a 
passive phenomenon, since there is no net movement of ions against the 
electrochemical gradient. 
Since diffusion potentials are thermodynamically passive, it is 
theoretically possible to calculate their magnitude using various 
equations. The Nernst equation (Eq. 1) can be used to calculate the 
diffusion potential which would be created by a single ion species. 
EQUATION 1: 
where R= the gas constant, T= the temperature, 
z =the charge on the ion, F=Faraday’s constant, and aj=the activity of 
ion j in (i) or out(o) of the cell. 
Since total membrane potential is dependent on the interaction of a 
number of ionic species, and their different permeabilities, the 
Goldmann equation (Eq. 2) attempts to describe the membrane potential 
which would arise, assuming that K+, Cl—, and Na are the major ions 
involved (40). 
EQUATION 2: 
F " vT^ * ft vT 
where fk»?cl * anc* are permeability 
coefficients of the three ions. 
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However, even the Goldmann equation is an oversimplification of the 
situation existing in most cells, and may neglect important ions (62), 
+ 
such as H . Still, it provides the opportunity to calculate at least 
rough estimates of the magnitude of diffusion potential which can be 
expected to form under set conditions, and to predict the effect of 
changes in the ion concentrations. 
Contrary to the views of early workers in plant membrane transport, 
it now appears that the membrane potential of most cells is not 
generated by diffusive forces alone. As early as 1935 (9) there was 
evidence that there is also an active component of the membrane 
potential, i.e. a system or systems, which move charge across the 
membrane against an electrochemical gradient, at the expense of 
metabolic energy. Transport systems which are involved in the movement 
of charge across the membrane resulting in an increased electrical 
gradient are known as electrogenic pumps. 
The two major lines of evidence which support the theory of an 
active component of the membrane potential are 1) that the measured Em 
is, in some instances, more negative than can be accounted for by 
calculation of the expected diffusion potential (18,23,40,48,101,116), 
and 2) that the membrane potential becomes depolarized in the presence 
of metabolic inhibitors (14,16,23,39,40,59). Although the evidence of 
the existence of electrogenic pumps in plant cells is extensive, which 
ions are being transported and the extent to which active processes 
contribute to the total membrane potential vary among species and 
tissues. 
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Ion pumps of H , K , Ma , OH , Pi, and Cl have all been postulated 
to be present in some plant tissue (2,3,4,17,22,37,67), although not all 
of these pumps are necessarily electrogenic. Ion stimulated ATPases 
bound to non-mitochondrial membrane fractions (3,6,20,21,22,34,37,52) 
have provided further evidence that some of these ions may be actively 
transported at either the tonoplast or plasmalemma, as well as 
supporting the common belief that ATP serves as the major energy source 
for active transport. Proton pumps are most often implicated as the 
primary origin of electrical gradients (102). Stimulation of proton 
extrusion by auxins or by the fungal toxin fusicoccin have shown that 
proton movements can be of significant magnitude and may be important 
for some physiological processes (80). Several reports have provided 
evidence of co-transport of protons with carbohydrates or amino acids, 
with an electrochemical gradient of H serving as the driving force 
(32,78,135). Recent work with sealed membrane vesicles of 
non-mitochondrial origin have shown that ATPases within these membranes 
do act as electrogenic proton pumps (7,20,21,31,121,124). However, it 
is possible that these pumps are associated primarily with the tonoplast 
and/or endoplasmic reticulum (20,21,79) and that they cannot be strictly 
correlated with development of the Em across the plasmalemma. 
The effect of light on the membrane potential. Light has been shown to 
cause fluctuations of the membrane potential in green cells of many 
species, but the nature of the s changes is variable. In Griffithsia 
light causes a depolarization of the membrane potential 
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(130, 131, 132, 133); 2nd in Oenothera , Phaeoceros , and Potamogeton , the 
resting potential in the light is equal to that in the dark, following 
initial transient changes (13,23,29). However in most species studied 
the membrane potential becomes hyperpolarized in the light 
(8,33,39,40,57,103,112,115,137) although the final hyperpolarization may 
be preceded by an initial depolarization (8,33,57,103,115,118,137). 
Luttge and Higinbotham (71) suggest that in many of the instances where 
a light-induced hyperpolarization has been reported, the 
hyperpolarization may be temporary - part of a series of oscillations of 
the Em which continues with decreasing amplitude and increasing period 
until a steady-state Em is established which is equal to that seen in 
the dark. Still the hyperpolarization in Acetabularia (40,112), 
Vallisneria (8,103), Elodea (57), and Nitella (115,118) has been 
observed over long time periods. 
Steady-state hyperpolarization of the membrane potential in the 
light has been attributed to an increased energy availability during 
photosynthesis. This response has been shown to be eliminated by 
conditions which prevent light-dependent ATP production (57,103,112,115) 
but maintained under conditions which prevent C02 fixation without 
affecting ATP production (103,115), lending support to the theory that 
ATP serves as the metabolic link between photosynthetic activities and 
the membrane potential. 
The basis of the 1ight-induced transient changes in membrane 
potential is less clear. A common explanation of the initial 
depolarization of Em is that it is a reflection of an increase in the 
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cytoplasmic pH which would decrease the contribution of H+ to the 
diffusion potential. Attempts have been made to correlate the Em 
changes with transient changes in cytoplasmic pH (28,71,93). Reasonable 
correlation between the two has been found in Atriplex (93) and Zea 
(71), but in Phaeoceros (28) the correlation holds for the light to dark 
transients but not for the dark to light transients. The cause of the 
transient light-induced cytoplasmic pH change is unknown in view of the 
apparently low H permeability of the chloroplast envelope, although it 
has been suggested that the pH changes are brought about by temporary 
changes of the ATP:ADP ratios in the cytoplasm (71,138). A second 
explanation of the transient changes has been provided by Vredenberg + 
Tonk (137), working with Hitella , and Bentrup, et al. (8), working 
with Vallisneria. They believe that an unidentified trigger turned on 
by light causes an immediate increase in the permeability of the 
plasmalemma to H+, leading to a depolarization of the diffusion 
potential. The subsequent repolarization and hyperpolarization occur as 
increased energy supplies power the electrogenic pump. 
The effect of low temperatures on the membrane potential. Low 
- - ■■■ fai - ■ ■ ■ ii ... . — ■ 
temperatures have been shown to cause a depolarization of the membrane 
potential in a number of studies. In most of these studies a single low 
temperature has been used to induce depolarization, and the response has 
been attributed to either an increase in membrane permeability (53,5*0 
or an inhibition of an electrogenic pump, either directly or through a 
decrease in the metabolic energy supply (39,40,87,112). 
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Several workers have made more detailed analyses of the effects of 
low temperatures on the membrane potential. Spanswick (115) showed that 
the response of Em to decreasing temperature in Nitella was 2.5 times 
as great in the light as it was in the dark, and that low temperatures 
cause a proportionally greater increase of membrane resistance in the 
light than in the dark. Using Oenothera , Melamed-Harel and Reinhold 
(86) found a pattern of decreasing membrane potential and increasing 
membrane resistance with decreasing temperature and a hysteresis of both 
responses upon rewarming which suggested an effect of lipid phase 
transitions on an electrogenic pump and separate effects on membrane 
permeability. In oats (55,61) and maize (55) low temperatures were 
shown to affect solute-induced changes in membrane potential, which 
again were interpreted as effects on the electrogenic activity of the 
tissues. In both maize and oats low temperatures decreased the rate of 
recovery following the depolarization of the Em caused by addition of 
sugars or amino acids to the external medium, or by sudden illumination. 
However the low temperature effect was more pronounced in maize, and 
this was attributed to the greater chilling sensitivity of this species 
(55). Bravo-F. and Uribe (10) looked in detail at the effect of low 
temperature on respiration and on the Em of maize root cells and 
concluded that the Em response was greater than could be accounted for 
by an effect of temperature on the respiratory energy supply, and was 
likely to be related to a more direct low temperature effect on the 
electrogenic pump(s). Most recently Nelles and Laske (90) reported a 
strong depolarizing effect of low temperature on the Em of rapidly 
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cooled maize coleoptile cells, and a lesser depolarizing effect when the 
cells were slowly cooled. They suggest that slow cooling allows for 
changes in the lipid composition of plasma membrane, which in turn allow 
for increased electrogenic activity. However their results are subject 
to other interpretations, as will be discussed below. 
CHAPTER III 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Plant Material 
All experiments were carried out using seedlings of Zea mays cv 
Agway 590X and Avena sativa cv Garry. Seeds were planted in vermiculite 
and watered with a modified Hoagland’s solution, containing three times 
the normal amount of chelated iron. Flats of plants were kept in a 
Warren-Sherer growth chamber with incandescent and cool-white 
fluorescent lights providing a light intensity of 30 W/m^ during the 
day. A 15/9 hour day/night light regime was maintained, at a constant 
temperature of 24 C. 
Preparation of Leaf Sections for Membrane Potential 
and Proton Efflux Measurements 
The day before any measurements were made, the first leaf was 
removed from 7-14 day old seedlings. The lower epidermis was removed 
from these leaves using forceps, to facilitate both ion exchange between 
the mesophyll cells and various bathing mediums, and puncture of these 
cells by microelectrodes. Segments approximately 2 x 10 mm in size were 
taken from the regions on either side of the leaf midrib, between 1 and 
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5 cm from the leaf tip in maize, and between 1 and 8 cm from the leaf 
tip in oats. Leaf segments were placed, stripped side down, in petri 
dishes containing approximately 40 mis of a bathing solution (see 
below). Tissue was maintained in this way, in a growth chamber at 23 C, 
until the following day when various characteristics were studied. 
Increased rates of ion transport are seen in tissue which is "aged" in 
this manner, but it is unclear whether the aging process merely allows 
for restoration of transport rates disrupted by excision, or induces the 
development of rates which would not be maintained in undisturbed tissue 
(42,68,136). 
Membrane Potential (Em) Measurements 
Leaf segments prepared and preincubated as stated in the previous 
section were placed, stripped side up, in a plexiglass tissue holder, 
which in turn was placed in a plexiglass perfusion chamber (Fig. 1). 
Perfusion solutions entered the chamber through Tygon tubing connected 
to a solution reservoir. The rate of flow of solution from the 
reservoir was regulated by a valve on the tubing, thus providing 
variable perfusion rates of solution over the leaf tissue. 
Micropipettes were pulled from capillary tubing containing an 
extruded fiber and with an outside diameter of 2 mm (Frederick Haer + 
Co.), using an Industrial Science Associates horizontal, or David Kopf 
Instruments Model 700 C vertical, micropipette puller. Micropipettes 
were trimmed to a shank length of 15 mm and filled with 3 M KC1. 
A. 
B. 
Fig. 1. Experimental system for electrophysiology 
A. Tissue chamber 
B. Perfusion and measuring system 
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Adjustments to the micropipette pullers were made so that the resulting 
microelectrodes had resistances of 20 - 60 M , with an average of about 
25 - 30 M , since such electrodes gave the best results. The 
microelectrodes were stored until use in a solution of 3 M KC1. For 
use, a microelectrode was placed in a microelectrode holder which was 
then put in place in the experimental set-up (Fig. 1). The reference 
electrode consisted of a plug from a 2% agar plate made to 3 M KC1 and 
held by Tygon tubing,and was placed in the perfusion chamber. Both 
electrodes were connected to a W. P. Instruments Model 725 microprobe 
amplifier with Ag - AgCl leads. 
When the tissue, electrodes, and perfusion solution were all in 
place, the microelectrode was lowered to the tissue with 
micromanipulators. With the microelectrode situated just above the 
tissue, the fine control knob of the micromanipulator was used to probe 
individual plant cells. The electric potential difference between the 
microelectrode and the reference electrode was recorded on an Esterline 
Angus Miniservo chart recorder. In higher plant cells it is generally 
assumed that the electrode passes through the thin cytoplasmic layer and 
rests in the vacuole during Em measurements, so that the electrical 
potential being measured is actually that which exists between the 
vacuole and the external medium (Fig. 2). Although the membrane 
potential across the tonoplast generally has been thought to be small in 
magnitude relative to that across the plasmalemma (47), recent work (5) 
suggests that this may not be the case. Therefore any interpretation of 
data collected in this way must consider the possibility of effects at 
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Fig. 2. Microelectrode placement within cell. 
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Total membrane potential measured is a combination 
of the potentials across the plasmalemma and the • ,r. 
tonoplast. 
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Values were obtained from one to four cells in each leaf segment, after 
which a new segment was used. At each of the five perfusion rates (2, 
5, 8, 13, and 19 mls/min.) values from 30 cells were recorded. 
The Effect of External pH on Em 
The effect of pH on membrane potential was also studied. In this 
case the perfusion and preincubation solutions were composed of 1 mM 
KC1, 1 mM CaNC^, 0.25 mM MgS04, and 1 mM MES or 1 mM HEPES, and adjusted 
to the desired pH value with 1 N NaOH. 
The procedure was similar to that of the perfusion rate experiment; 
however the resting potential was recorded after the value was stable 
for only 5 minutes. At each pH (5.5, 6.0, 6.5, 7.0) Em values were 
recorded from 15 cells. 
The Effect of Temperature on Em 
For this experiment, both maize and oat tissues were used. The 
preincubation and perfusion solutions were 1 mM KC1, 1 mM CahO^, ImM 
NaH2P04, 0.25 mM MgS04, and 1 mM MES, adjusted to ph 5.5 with 1 N NaCH. 
After the overnight preincubation of tissue in the growth chamber, 
the leaf segments were transferred to fresh bathing solution in beakers 
kept in a Forma Scientific Model 2095 refrigerated bath. The tissue was 
maintained in the dark, and at the temperature to be studied, for at 
least two hours before transfer to the Em monitoring set-up. Since leaf 
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segments were removed from the low temperature bath at various times 
during the day to be used for Em measurements, the duration of the low 
temperature preincubation varied from 2-8 hours. 
The perfusion solution was chilled before use until it just began to 
freeze (~ 0 C). It was maintained at the freezing point in the solution 
reservoir by surrounding the reservoir with packed ice. The solution 
warmed up as it passed through insulated tubing between the reservoir 
and the perfusion chamber, and, by controlling the rate of flow, the 
perfusion chamber could be maintained at any of the desired 
temperatures. The temperature of the perfusion chamber was monitored 
using a Yellow Springs Instrument Co. tele-thermometer, with a YPI 
series 400 probe placed in the solution adjacent to the tissue. The 
temperature was checked just before and just after each cell was 
studied, and in a few cases was monitored continuously to assure that 
the temperature did not fluctuate during the Em measurements. 
For measurements of Em, the leaf segments were transferred to the 
, 2 
experimental system in dim light (0.2 W/m ), and at the same temperature 
as during the preincubation. After the resting potential was determined 
at this low light intensity, and while the same cell was still being 
monitored, the tissue was illuminated using an American Optical Corp. 
microscope lamp, bringing the light intensity to 3 w/m . In this way, a 
recording was obtained of the resting potential at the lower light 
intensity, and of the response of the membrane potential to sudden 
increased illumination. 
The typical response to sudden increased illumination was an 
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immediate partial depolarization of the Em, followed by a repolarization 
and hyperpolarization. The recording of the response was continued 
until hyperpolarization was complete. Hyperpolarization was considered 
to be complete when the hyperpolarized Em value was constant for at 
least 5 min., or when a slight depolarizing trend was seen. 
This process was repeated for 3 - 10 cells at each temperature. 
Only one cell was used from each leaf segment in order to avoid any 
affect a single period of illumination might have on subsequent 
measurements in low intensity light. 
The Effect of Temperature on Proton Extrusion from Leaf Segments 
In this experiment the extent to which leaf cells were able to 
acidify the medium in which they were placed was used as a way to 
monitor extrusion of protons by the cells. 
Leaf segments from maize and oats were prepared as for the previous 
experiments. An overnight preincubation under normal growing conditions 
preceded all measurements. The preincubation medium was 1 mM KC1, 1 mM 
CaN03, 0.25 mM MgS04, 1 mM NaH2P04, and 1 mM HEPES, adjusted to pH 7.0 
with 1 N NaCH. Temperature treatments were provided in growth chambers, 
either in the dark, or illuminated with incandescent and cool-white 
fluorescent lights at an intensity of 20 w/m . Leaf segments were kept 
in the preincubation medium at the temperature to be studied for 2 hours 
after the overnight preincubation at 23 C, and before monitoring of 
proton movements began. 
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For measurements of net proton extrusion, leaf segments were placed 
in 25 ml beakers containing 1 ml of solution, similar in composition to 
the preincubation medium, but with the concentration of KC1 increased to 
10 mM and the pH adjusted to 6.5. There were 15 leaf segments/beaker, 
with each treatment run in duplicate. The pH of the solution was 
measured with a Fisher Scientific flat-surface pH electrode every 60 
minutes for 5 hours. Changes in the pH of the solution were used to 
calculate the loss or gain of protons, by comparison to a HC1 titration 
curve of the same solution. Eecause of large daily variation in the 
activity of the tissue, the results of the low temperature treatment 




The Effect of Buffer Perfusion Rate on Em 
When resting potentials of cells monitored at various perfusion 
rates (similar to those used in later temperature studies) were 
measured, values ranging between -80 mv and -135 mv were obtained, with 
a mean value of -109 mv. The range of values observed at each of the 
five perfusion rates studied, and the mean value at each rate, are given 
in Table 1, along with the results of an analysis of variance of these 
values. No significant effect of perfusion rate on the resting 
potential of maize leaf cells was seen. 
Some cells were monitored continuously as the perfusion rate was 
dropped stepwise, starting at the highest rate and continuing until all 
flow was halted. In this way it was possible to look for any transient 
changes in Em which would not be noticed by measurements of resting 
potential. There was no observable response to these stepwise changes 
in perfusion rate, except when the flow was stopped entirely. However 
when the flow of perfusion solution was stopped the Em became partially 
depolarized, and when the flow was resumed the Em became repolarized. 
It is possible that without solution flow, respiration became 
rate-limited by the unavailability of oxygen, and the resultant decrease 
in available metabolic energy inhibited the maintenance of the active 
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the immediate response to stepwise changes, and the observations of 
resting potential, that there is no such limiting effect at even the 
slowest of the perfusion rates used in the temperature studies. 
The Effect of External pH on Em 
Wien the resting potentials of maize leaf cells bathed by solutions 
varying in pH from 5.0 to 7.C were measured, Em values ranging from -100 
mv to -126 mv were observed (Table 2). An analysis of variance of the 
results shows that there is no significant effect of the external pH on 
the resting potential of maize leaf cells, within the pH range studied. 
Transient changes in Em in response to sudden changes in external pH 
were also studied. After the resting potential was measured at one pH 
and, while continuously monitoring the Em of the same cell, the 
perfusion solution was replaced with a second solution at a different 
pH. Measurements were continued until a steady Em was maintained for at 
least five minutes, which was taken as an indication of the 
re-establishment of a resting potential. Typically, when the pH change 
was from 5.5 to 7.0 there was an immediate depolarization of the 
membrane potential followed by a gradual repolarization and return to a 
resting potential similar to that seen before the pH change. When the 
perfusion solution was changed back to pH 5.5, the opposite response was 
seen. In this case an initial hyperpolarization was followed by a 
gradual depolarization which resulted in a final resting potential very 
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showed a response to each switch of perfusion solution is equivalent to 
the time it took for the new perfusion solution to reach the chamber in 
which the tissue was held. 
It is apparent from these results that pH changes do have a 
temporary effect on membrane potential, but that mechanisms within the 
cells allow them to adjust to the various external proton concentrations 
and to return to a similar Em value at each external pH. 
Since there was no effect of external pH on the Em of maize cells, 
and since at least one earlier study (48) reported a slight 
hyperpolarization of the Em of oat cells at an external pH of 5.5 or 
lower, the low temperature studies of both tissues were carried out at 
pH 5.5. This should allow the response of Em to low temperature to be 
observed under optimal conditions for the maintenance of both active and 
passive components of the Em. 
The Effect of Temperature on the Response of Em 
to Increased Illumination 
In this study, cells which had established a resting potential at 
2 2 
0.2 W/m were suddenly given increased illumination (3 W/m ), and the 
immediate response of Em to this change was monitored. The typical 
response was qualitatively similar in the two species (Fig. ^). ln 
either species the first response to the increase in light intensity wa^ 
a partial depolarization of the membrane, followed by a gradual 
repolarization and hyperpolarization, which is similar to the response 
38 
19° C 
” 118 mv 
1 -1 
2 min. 
Fig. 3. The response of membrane potential to suddenly 
increased illumination. 
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seen by other workers in these and other plants (71). Since monitoring 
of the Em was stopped when hyperpolarization was completed, and since it 
is possible that further Em oscillations followed this 
hyperpolarization, no values for resting potential at the higher light 
intensity were obtained. In oats, it was clear from a few extended 
observations that the hyperpolarized Em was part of an oscillation which 
appeared to damp off slowly. It seemed from observations of the first 
few oscillations that the final resting potential which would form under 
increased illumination would fall somewhere between the resting 
potential at the lower light intensity and the hyperpolarized value, but 
this was not experimentally verified. Because of the slower overall 
response in maize the Em was not monitored in any cell long enough to 
determine the nature of the oscillations past the first 
hyperpolarization. 
As a general comparison between the two species, the membrane 
potential was usually more negative in oats than in maize, particularly 
at the higher temperatures and under higher intensity light. The 
response of the Em to increased illumination was qualitatively similar 
in the two species at all temperatures used, although there were 
pronounced quantitative differences (Fig. 4 and 5). 
In order to quantify the results from this study for comparison 
between species and among temperatures, a number of parameters were 
chosen for analysis. The parameters used were A) the resting potential 
at the low light intensity, B) the magnitude of the initial 




Fig. 5. The effect of temperature on the response of 
membrane potential to increased illumination in maize. 
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value, or most hyperpolarized Em, during the first oscillation following 
the increase in intensity, D) the amplitude of the first oscillation 
(C - B), E) the time required for completion of the first 
hyperpolarization, and F) the rate of hyperpolarization during the first 
oscillation (Fig. 6). 
The Effect of Temperature on the Resting Potential 
at Low Light Intensity 
, 2 
At a light intensity of 0.2 W/m , there was a highly significant 
effect of temperature on the resting potential in both maize and oat 
cells (Fig.7). There was a 28 mv, or 26%, depolarization of the resting 
potential of maize cells at 5 C as compared to that at 19 C. In oat 
cells the same comparison showed a 32 mv, or 24%, depolarization. 
Although the depolarization with decreasing temperature does not follow 
a smooth trend in either species, the results in Table 3 show that, 
contrary to expectations, at most temperatures the depolarization is 
actually greater in the chilling resistant oat cells than in the 
chilling sensitive maize cells. 
The Effect of Temperature on the Magnitude of the 
Depolarization following Increased Illunination 
Temperature had a highly significant effect on the magnitude of the 
depolarization following suddenly increased illunination in both maize 
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Fig. 6. Analysis of the response of membrane potential 
to suddenly increased illumination. 
A. The resting potential at low light intensity. 
B. The magnitude of the depolarization following 
increased illumination. 
C. The peak Em following increased illumination. 
D. The Amplitude of the first oscillation following 
increased illumination. 
E. The time required for completion of the first 
oscillation following increased illumination. 
F. The rate of hyperpolarization during the first 
oscillation following increased illumination (F=D/E). 
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Fig. 7. The effect of temperature on the resting potential at 
a low light intensity. 
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TABLE 3. The Response of Membrane Potential to Low Temperatures. 
The magnitude of the depolarization of the membrane potential caused 
by low temperatures is expressed at each temperature as a percentage 
of the total membrane potential at 19 C. 
Temperature ( C) Maize Oats 
19 0 0 
17 - - 
15 3 8 
13 10 24 
11 6 20 
9 15 19 
7 16 29 
5 26 24 
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and oats (Fig. 8). In both species the magnitude was least at the 
highest temperatures (17 and 19 C) and lowest temperatures (5 and 7 C) 
and greatest at an intermediate temperature (15 C in maize and 13 C in 
oats) . 
The Effect of Temperature on the Peak Em Value following 
Increased Illumination 
There was a highly significant effect of temperature on the peak 
membrane potential value which was achieved following increased 
illumination of oat cells (Fig. 9). The same was true in maize only if 
the value at 5 C was considered. Among the other temperatures studied 
there was a significant effect only at the 0.05 level of probability, 
and this effect was due entirely to the low value obtained at 15 C. The 
mean of the values obtained at temperatures from 7 - 19 C was - 115 mv, 
considerably higher than the -90 mv value at 5 C. 
The values in oat cells fall into two distinct groups; those 
occurring below 11 C with a mean of - 130 mv, and those occurring above 
11 C with a mean of - 152 mv. The individual values found at 11 C also 
fall into two groups; one with a mean of - 129 mv, and the other with a 
mean of - 153 mv (Table 4). A t-test of the two groups at 11 C shows 
that they are significantly different from one another. The value shown 
as the overall mean at 11 C is therefore misleading, and is actually an 
average value from two distinct populations. 
Fig. 't. 71 j<* effect of temperature on th<* magnitude of 
f.b‘- dfcpo] a rlzaf Ion following Inf'rennwd 11 I anil rial Ion. 
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TEMPERATURE (° C) 
Fig. 9. The effect of temperature on the peak Em 
following increased illumination. 
TABLE 4. The Effect of Temperature on the Peak Em following Sudden 
Illumination 
49 
5 C 7 C 9 C 11 C 13 C 15 C 17 C 19 C 
136 160 115 128 167 170 156 157 
105 132 126 130 162 156 164 156 
144 110 136 128 160 156 148 158 
135 126 138 164 146 148 
118 152 147 154 161 144 
120 159 162 
152 
152 
130 129 131 142 162 158 156 153 MEANS 
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The Effect of Temperature on the Amplitude of the Em 
Oscillation following Increased Illumination 
The amplitude of the first oscillation of the Em following a sudden 
increase of illumination is a function of the magnitude of the initial 
depolarization and the peak Em value which is attained during 
hyperpolarization. This value, along with the rate of Em change during 
hyperpolarization, determines the amount of time required for completion 
of the first oscillation, and presumably will also affect the amount of 
time which elapses before a resting potential is established at the 
higher light intensity. 
Temperature had a highly significant affect on the amplitude of the 
Em oscillation in both species. In oat cells, the amplitude was least 
at the highest temperatures (17 C and 19 C); fairly low at the lowest 
temperatures (5 ,7 , and 9 C); and was greatest at 13 C (Fig. 10). In 
maize cells, the amplitude was again least at the highest (17 and 19 C) 
and lowest (5 C) temperatures, and greatest at 13 C; however in this 
case the amplitude remained high between 7 and 13 C. 
The Effect of Temperature on the Time Required for Completion 
of the First Hyperpolarization 
In oats, the response of this parameter was significant only at the 
0.05 level of probability, and shows no clear trend. In constrast, the 
response in maize is highly significant and does exhibit some 
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TEMPERATURE (°C) 
Fig. 10. The effect of temperature on the amplitude 
of the first oscillation following increased illumination. 
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interesting characteristics (Fig. 11). A statistical analysis confirms 
what can be readily observed in Fig. 11; i.e. that the values at 
5 - 7 C are not significantly different from one another, that the 
values at 11 - 19 C are not significantly different from one another, 
but that there is a highly significant difference between the two 
groups. 
The Effect of Temperature on the Rate of Hyperpolarization 
following Increased Illumination 
An average rate of hyperpolarization was calculated for the entire 
hyperpolarization process by dividing the amplitude of the first 
oscillation by the time, in minutes, required for completion of the 
hyperpolarization (D/E). The response of this parameter to temperature 
was similar in the two species. The rate of hyperpolarization was 
greatest at 13 C and decreased as temperature either increased or 
decreased. In both species, an analysis of variance showed that the 
effect of temperature on the rate of hyperpolarization was highly 
significant (Fig. 12). 
The Effect of Temperature on Net Proton Extrusion from Leaf Segments 
At 19 C in the dark there was no net proton extrusion from oat leaf 
segments over a five hour period following transfer of the segments from 
a medium at pH 7.0 and a KC1 concentration of 1 mM to a medium at pH 6.5 
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Fig. 11. The effect of temperature on the time 
required for completion of the first oscillation 
following increased illumination. 
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mv/min. 
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Fig. 12. The effect of temperature on the rate 
of hyperpolarization during the first oscillation 
following increased illumination. 
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and a KC1 concentration of 10 mM. Under the same conditions a slight 
net extrusion of protons was observed in maize. In both species an 
increase in proton extrusion was observed at 7 C in the dark, although 
the rate of extrusion was still low (Fig. 13). 
Light caused a stimulation of proton extrusion in both species at 
19 C and in oats at 7 C, but not in maize at 7 C. Even in oats this 
light effect was greater at 19 C than at 7 C, so that the greatest rates 
or extrusion were seen at 19 C in the light (Fig.14). Table 5 shows 
that in oats the proton extrusion at 7 C is consistently about 
two-thirds of that at 19 C. In maize, proton extrusion at the lower 
temperature is initially only about one-fifth of that at 19 C, but 
within five hours the net extrusion has also reached about two-thirds of 

























Fly,. 13. The effect of temperature on proton extrusion 
from leaf segments In the Mark. 
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Fig. 14. The effect of temperature on proton extrusion 
from leaf segments in the light. 
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TABLE 5. The Effect of Temperature on Proton Extrusion from Leaf 
Segments in the Light 
hours 
species 
1 2 3 4 5 
OATS 58* 71 64 62 67 
MAIZE 19 38 48 59 66 
* values are the net proton extrusion at 7 C, as a percentage of that 
at 19 C, and are means of two duplicated experiments. 
CHAPTER V 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
Regulation of the membrane potential is clearly a complex process 
involving an interaction between permeability properties of the 
membrane, availability of metabolic energy, and characteristics of the 
electrogenic pump(s). Chilling injury is also complex, and may involve 
several sites of low temperature interference with physiological 
functions. Therefore, it is difficult to pinpoint how low temperatures 
affect membrane potential and how these effects are related to chilling 
sensitivity, if at all. 
A theoretical explanation of the processes involved in producing and 
regulating the membrane potential, using irreversible thermodynamics, 
was developed by Rapoport (109) and applied to plant cells by Spanswick 
(115,117,119). According to their system, the components involved in 
the maintenance of Em can be treated as as electrical circuit, as seen 
in Fig. 15, in which the electrogenic pump is represented as a constant 
voltage source. The concept of the pump as a constant voltage source 
has been experimentally verified in some algae but not in higher plants. 
Rapoport's analysis was for a Na - K pump, and Spanswick applied the 
same system to a H pump, although it can also be used for pumps 
transporting other ions. 
+ 
In this analysis, the free energy change for active transport of H 
is expressed as: AFr = vhA^V 




Fig. 15. Circuit analysis of the 
membrane potential. Ep and Ep are the 
components of the membrane potential 
maintained by diffusion and the pump 
respectively; gD and gp represent the 
conductance of the membrane via diffusion 
and the pump respectively. 
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the reaction, v^= a stoichiometric coefficient, and the 
electrochemical potential difference across the membrane for H+. The 
rate of the chemical reaction is expressed as: 
where L = a thermodynamic conductance coefficient. 
Jj- =Lrr Fr ) , 
When Z\^f=vHA^, the chemical reaction is halted; therefore Jr =0 and 
F =0. This can be expressed as 
r 
kAp VH (RT £ ♦ re) 
and the equation can then be used to identify the Em at which the 







Changes in the electrogenic component of Em with illumination or 
with changing temperature can be attributed to changes in energy 
availability or in efficiency of the pump mechanism, each of which would 
affect A/Lp; or to changes in vjj; as well as to permeability changes 
which would affect the ratio of lit to H+ (where Ht = the internal K 
i i 
concentration and ^=the external H concentration). The transient 
depolarization seen upon illumination could still be accounted for by 
temporary changes in it*. Use of these equations does not preclude the 
existence of as yet unidentified regulatory processes, but does explain 
how the membrane potential is regulated under the simplest of 
circumstances. 
The results of the present study are discussed below as they relate 
to this simple theoretical base and this analysis is used to explain the 
l 
observed behavior. The discussion also focuses on pumps at the 
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plasmalemma, but with the awareness that the electrophysiological 
techniques used make it impossible to differentiate between events 
occurring at the plasmalemma versus events occurring at the tonoplast, 
or interactions between the membrane and the microelectrode. 
The Effect of Temperature on the Resting Potential 
at a Low Light Intensity 
The resting potential of maize and oat leaf cells at 19 C and low 
light intensity is clearly more negative than the diffusion potential as 
reported by Jennings and Tattar (55). In their work, the addition of 1 
mM sodium azide at 21 C brought the membrane potential to about - 60 mv 
in maize and about - 70 mv in oats. In comparison to these values, 
there appears to be an electrogenic component of the Em even at 5 C 
(Fig. 7). Nelles and Laske (90) showed that the diffusion potential of 
corn coleoptile cells became less negative at lower temperatures, 
suggesting that in this study the electrogenic component at 5 C may be 
even greater than is apparent by comparison to the diffusion potential 
at 21 C. The magnitude of the change in deffusion potential at low 
temperatures seen by Nelles and Laske was less than the change seen in 
this study, indicating that the decreased negativity seen here can be 
attributed, at least in part, to changes in the active component of the 
Em. 
The gradual change in Em values with temperature is most likely 
related to changes in the level of energy available to drive the 
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electrogenic pump(s), thereby causing a change in However a more 
direct low temperature effect on the transport mechanism itself, 
presumably an ATPase, is also possible. Because of the gradual change 
in Em with temperature, any effect of temperature on the ATPase is 
probably an effect on the rate of its activity (again showing up as a 
change in A^p) rather than a change in the stoichiometry of the reaction 
(which is a change in v^.) . 
In neither species was there a sudden drop in the Em at a specific 
temperature which would be indicative of a membrane phase transition. 
Also, as was pointed out earlier, the decreased negativity of the Em at 
low temperatures was more pronounced in oats than in maize. The 
similarity of the response in the two species makes it unlikely that 
this response is related to chilling injury or resistance. 
The Effect of Temperature on the Magnitude of Depolarization 
following Increased Illumination 
The depolarization of the Em which is the initial response to sudden 
illumination in both maize and oats apparently depends on the 
interaction of various factors controlling Em. Thus the effect of 
temperature on this response is difficult to interpret clearly. 
According to present theories regarding the cause of this 
depolarization, it is a reflection of either sudden changes in the 
internal H+ concentration, related in some way to photosynthetic light 
reactions (28,71,93), or changes in membrane permeability, again 
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triggered by some product of photosynthesis (8,137). In Nitella there 
is evidence that there may be three parallel reaction pathways between 
the chloroplasts and the membrane potential (45,81). The repolarization 
which follows is stimulated by the drop in the Em and possibly by the 
additional energy supplied by photophosphorylation. Therefore the 
magnitude of the depolarization depends on an interaction between the 
strength of the depolarizing signal and the lag time before electrogenic 
activity can counteract the response. 
In both species studied the magnitude of the depolarization was 
least at the highest temperatures, greatest at intermediate 
temperatures, and low again at the lowest temperatures (Fig. 8). The 
photosynthetic light reaction products which are theorized to trigger 
the initial depolarization are likely to accumulate quickest and to the 
greatest extent at the highest temperatures, causing the "depolarizing 
signal" to be strongest at these temperatures. Therefore, it seems 
likely that the low degree of depolarization at these temperatures 
reflects a rapid response of the electrogenic system. The increased 
magnitude of depolarization at intermediate temperatures could be caused 
by a differential effect of temperature on the two responses, i.e., the 
light reaction products which act as the "depolarizing signal" may be 
only slightly affected at these temperatures, while the reaction of the 
electrogenic system is more strongly inhibited. Work on the low 
temperature effects on photosynthetic light reactions, often show 
Arrhenius plot breaks occurring between 10 C and 15 C, with little 
temperature effect above these breaks (25,91,113), which is consistent 
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with this theory. The decreased magnitude of depolarization at the 
lowest temperatures may indicate that at these temperatures the strength 
of the depolarizing signal has also been inhibited strongly, and that 
the two responses are again more closely balanced. A graphic 
representation of how differential effects of low temperature on light 
reactions of photosynthesis and on pump activity could interact to give 
the observed results is provided in Fig. 16. Although this is clearly 
an oversimplification of the process, it shows how those reactions 
causing depolarization and those causing repolarization can change 
separately, thereby changing the balance between the two and ? 
changing the overall magnitude of the depolarization. 
The response of this parameter to temperature is qualitatively and 
quantitatively similar in maize and oats, again indicating no 
significance of this parameter to the difference in chilling sensitivity 
of the two species. The greatest depolarization occurred at 15 C in 
maize and 13 C in oats, which might mean that the low temperature 
inhibition of electrogenic activity occurs at a higher temperature in 
maize. However the difference is not great enough to warrant any 
correlation between this response and chilling sensitivity. 
The Effect of Temperature on the Peak Em 
following Increased Illumination 
The peak Em, or most hyperpolarized Em, following increased 




Fig. 16. Regulation of membrane potential 
depolarization upon increased illumination. 
A. The magnitude of the "depolarizing signal", 
B. The activity of the electrogenic pump. 
If production of the depolarizing signal is 
less affected by temperature than the activity 
of the pump, an imbalance between the two could 
arise at intermediate temperatures which would 
lead to greater depolarization at these 
temperatures. 
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terms of its response to temperature and the difference in the 
temperature response between oats and maize. 
Despite the low value observed at 15 C (Fig. 9), it appears that 
maize cells reach the same peak value regardless of temperature , in the 
range from 7 - 19 C. This result indicates that the electrogenic 
portion of the total Em is greater at the lower temperatures, which 
would not be expected based on changes in the activation energy of the 
elctrogenic pump or in the cytoplasmic energy supply. Nelles and Laske 
(90) have explained similar results by suggesting that at low 
temperatures an additional electrogenic pump is activated, possibly 
through changes in the lipid composition of the plasma membrane induced 
by low temperatures. 
An explanation of these results using the circuit analysis is 
possible, and does not require the presence of any other electrogenic 
pump. The constancy of the peak Em value over temperature suggests 
that, under conditions in which the energy supply is not limiting, the 
membrane potential is regulated by voltage alone, as proposed above. 
For maize, the Em at which Ay* = vHA/iH appears to be ~ - 115 mv. If the 
pump is voltage regulated at high light intensity, then the results of 
this study indicate that the energy supply is rate-limiting at lower 
temperatures in the dark (or at low light intensities). The sudden drop 
in the peak Em at 5 C under high intensity light could be caused by a 
low temperature inhibition of photophosphorylation, and thus a drastic 
drop in energy availability, or by a shut-down of the electrogenic pump 
at this temperature. 
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Support for this explanation is derived from the temperature effect 
on the rate of hyperpolarization (Fig. 12). If the constancy of the 
peak Em over temperature is a result of increased activity of the 
electrogenic systems, as suggested by Nelles and Laske, then the rate of 
hyperpolarization at low temperatures should be the same or greater than 
the rate at 19 C. The data obtained in this study can not be reconciled 
with such an approach, which treats the electrogenic pump as a constant 
current source, but can be explained when the electrogenic pump is 
treated as a constant voltage source. Using this theory, the low rate 
of hyper polarization at high temperatures can be explained by the fact 
that the Em has remained close to its most hyperpolarized value, causing 
the rate of the reaction to slow down as it reaches thermodynamic 
equilibrium. At intermediate temperatures the rate of the reaction is 
not limited by the proximity of the Em to its equilibrium value, so the 
rate increases. As the temperature is decreased further the 
availability of ATP to drive the reaction may be decreased by low 
temperature effects on photophosphorylation and respiration, and the 
activity of the pump may be directly affected. These factors could be 
expected to decrease the rate of hyper polarization without having any 
affect on the peak Em value which is reached. 
The results seen in oats differ from those in maize, but can still 
be explained on the same basis. The peak Em in oats is different at 
temperatures below 11 C than it is at temperatures above 11 C (Fig. 9). 
A change in the Em at which the pump is turned off is possible if the 
stoichiometric coefficient, Vjj, increases. An increase in the 
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stoichiometric coefficient would also result in an increased efficiency 
of the electrogenic pump. Changes in the stoichiometry of pump ATPases 
have been observed in animal cells and mitochondria, and such a change 
has been postulated to occur in keurospora under conditions of chromic 
energy restriction (139). Such a change could be caused by a change in 
the conformation of the ATPase which acts as the pump, which in turn 
coud be caused by a phase transition of the plasmalemma lipids at a 
temperature near 11 C. 
The abrupt change in peak Em at 11 C is as would be predicted from a 
phase transition, and is difficult to explain in terms of effects on the 
rate of a chemical reaction. The occasional highly negative peak Em 
seen in oat cells at temperatures below 11 C is probably associated with 
a cell which for some reason has not yet undergone phase transition 
(Table 5). The absence of this response in maize does not necessarily 
indicate the absence of a plasmalemma phase transition, but may be 
related instead to differences in the ATPases of the two species. 
The significance of this difference between maize and oats in the 
response of their electrogenic pump to low temperature cannot be 
confirmed by the results of this study, but one possibility is 
suggested. Workers have suggested previously that CC^ fixation may 
compete with the electrogenic pumps for available energy (68,115). This 
was suggested by Spanswick following the observation that 
light-stimulated hyperpolarization of the Em of Nitella translucens was 
inhibited by the presence of CC^ in the external medium; and by Luttge, 
et al. when they observed that light caused an inhibition of anion 
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uptake under some conditions and a stimulation under others, which they 
believed was related to the nutritional status of the tissue. 
If it is true that CC2 fixation and electrogenic pumps compete for 
available ATP it is possible that the maintenance of the membrane 
potential at low temperatures causes a drain on the energy supply, which 
in turn limits the synthesis of carbohydrates. The fact that in oats 
the electrogenic pump is turned off at a less negative Em at lower 
temperatures may allow for the conservation of energy which can then be 
used for CO^ fixation and sustained growth. The Em maintained at low 
temperatures may partially limit transport of carbohydrates, amino 
acids, and ions as compared to that maintained at higher temperatures. 
However, it may be more advantageous for the plants to sustain CO2 
fixation than to maintain optimal intercellular transport rates, under 
conditions in which energy is limited. 
In maize, no change in the peak Em value is seen above 5 C. This 
would result in a continued drain on the energy supply in these plants 
which could be responsible for the decrease in growth observed at low 
temperatures, as well as affecting a number of other energy dependent 
physiological processes. 
The amount of energy required to maintain a particular Em value 
depends on the energy efficiency of the electrogenic pumps and the 
permeability characteristics of the membranes. Since these factors are 
likely to vary among species, the absolute values of the peak Em 
maintained at low temperatures in the two species can not be used to 
estimate the extent of the energy drain it causes. 
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The Effect of Temperature on the Amplitude of the First Oscillation 
following Increased Illumination 
The amplitude of the oscillation which follows increased 
illumination appears to be limited primarily by the voltage dependence 
of the electrogenic pump. Although it is also a function of the resting 
potential at low light intensity and the initial depolarization which 
occurs upon increasing the light intensity, there does not appear to be 
any upper limit on the oscillation imposed by any factor other than the 
attainment of the peak Em value. Therefore analysis of the temperature 
effects on this parameter provide no additional information as to the 
regulation of Em or the differences between maize and oats in their 
response to low temperatures. 
The Effect of Temperature on the Time Required for Completion 
of the First Oscillation 
As with some of the parameters discussed above, this parameter is a 
function of the interaction between the factors which are directly 
involved in regulating the Em and does not provide any additional 
information as to how low temperatures affect these factors. However, 
the results shown in Fig. 11 do provide perspective on the extent of 
the low temperature effects in maize. At temperatures below 11 C, 
recovery from the initial effects of increased illumination takes about 
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2.5 times as long as it does at higher temperatures. In a dynamic 
situation where the membrane potential is constantly being partially 
dissipated by transport and other processes, the energy supply of maize 
cells would be continuously diverted to the electrogenic pump at the 
expense of other metabolic functions. 
The Effect of Temperature on Proton Extrusion from leaf Segments 
Although low temperatures were shown to partially inhibit the 
extrusion of protons from both oats and maize, correlation of these 
results with effects on electrogenic pumps is impossible. Kelly and 
Rubinstein (58) found evidence that the apparent light-stimulation of 
proton extrusion from oat leaves may instead be a stimulation caused by 
photosynthetic 02 evolution, which provides 02 for respiratory energy 
production. If this is true then the decrease in proton extrusion at 
low temperatures could be an affect on photosynthetic evolution and 
respiration, rather than any direct temperature effect. 
Conclusions 
The results presented above are consistent with the concept of a 
voltage-regulated electrogenic pump in higher plants, as has been 
suggested for some algae. Assuming that such a system does exist in 
higher plants, then the evidence also suggests that: 
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1) The voltage dependence of the electrogenic pump is temperature 
dependent in oats but not in maize* 
2) In oats, the low temperature induced change in the voltage dependence 
of the electrogenic pump may act as an energy-conserving mechanism, and 
enhance C02 fixation at low temperatures. Similarly, the absence of 
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